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CHORUS

"I didn't raise my boy to be a soldier, I

brought him up to be my pride and joy, Who

dares to place a musket on his shoulder, To

shoot some other mother's darling boy? Let
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nations arbitrate their future troubles,

It's time to lay the sword and gun away,

There'd be no war today,

If mothers all would say, "I
didn't raise my boy to be a soldier." "I dier?"
TWO NEW SONG HITS FOR THE NEW YEAR
AS ADVERTISED IN
"The Saturday Evening Post"

"You Can't Go Wrong With a Feist Song"

There's a Little Spark of Love Still Burning

Yes—"There's a little spark of love still burning."
Long before you finish the first verse the sparks of rhythm have become big, burning brands of bright, sparkling, tuneful melody.

On the Shores of Italy

Not every song can furnish a whole evening's entertainment. But "On the Shores of Italy" can.
Let someone start it on the piano. Watch the others and see how quickly they catch the magic of its sunny strains and begin singing this really worthwhile love ballad.

Dancers! Here's a Hesitation Waltz that "ticks the toes." As a Dance Lyric, "On the Shores of Italy" has arrived. Van & Schenck and other Headliners are winning plaudits with it.

Get your copy today. Remember, it's both Song and Dance. Jack Glogau and Al Piantadosi (the authors) warrant it to set singers a-singing, dancers a-dancing.

ON SALE AT EVERY MUSIC COUNTER—ASK THE PIANIST TO PLAY THEM

Other Popular "FEIST" Songs!

"When You Wore a Tulip and I Wore a Big Red Rose," The song with the melody you can't forget.
"I Want to Go to Tokyo" (new), Intro'd by Renee Davies.
"Dancing the Blues Away," Sung by Emma Carus.

SPECIAL NOTE: You should get all these songs from your dealer. Please do so. If you can't, send us six 24c stamps for one, or a dollar bill for any three pieces.
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